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Abstract
The processes of digital transformation have involved a variety of socio-technical activities, with the objective of increasing
productivity, safety and quality of execution, sustainable development, collaborative working, and solutions for the sustainable smart
buildings. The major technological trends have changed the building sector and revealing new understanding on how data generated
by all these new technologies can be used to achieve the essence of smart building objective. Current smart building management
systems incorporate a variety of IoT technologies, a structured data storage environment and analytics data tools. Their objectives are
to observe the condition of specific areas and apply appropriate rules to preserve or improve comfort while saving energy. In this
paper, we propose a review of related works to IoT, Big Data analytics in smart buildings.
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It is therefore important to understand the integration of the IoT
in this kind of construction also to provide managerial tools in

1. Introduction
The growing interest in smart Buildings, and the emergence of
new technologies in this sector, has given rise
to several studies with the objective of implementing different
types of applications such as energy optimization,
simplification of building management, improvement of
residents comfort, reactive alarm management, personal
protection, assets protection, intrusion event management, etc.
The increase in security vulnerabilities resulting from
the interaction between cyber and physical entities has the
effect to enhance this research focus. Intelligent
management systems proposed allow the generation of relevant
characteristics, topological visualization for the security of a
building, and verification of access control policies to meet
security obligations [30]. Recent research has proposed to
describe uniform metadata for modelling buildings. These
practices use sensor ontologies, subsystems, and relationships,
ensuring interoperable and portable [9] [18] [22] applications.
At present, we cannot talk about smart buildings without
mentioning two inseparable components, namely the Internet
of Things (IoT), which is made of all the connected sensors and
the storage environment for the data generated by these sensors
[10]. IoT has become the key technological element in smart
Buildings, any modern construction designed to be intelligent
must necessarily integrate connected objects.

order to make them as dynamic as possible and to allow the
most enjoyable experience possible for its occupants.
Furthermore, we cannot attribute SMART qualification to any
building without analyzing the data generated from IoT objects
that are in. For each facility looked, choosing an appropriate
analytical method and proceed with Data selection, data
cleaning, and data preparation are the first steps in the process
of analysis. Nevertheless, storing and searching massive data in
real time is a laborious task for smart Buildings.
The main objective of this work is to review the current
literature of smart buildings through a focus on IoT and
Big Data, which are the two big technological components in
our context. This paper is structured as follows:
section 1 introduces the concept of smart Buildings and related
technologies. Section 2 focuses on the field of
the Internet of Things, the architecture, the technologies, and
the applications. Section 3 present techniques used in bigdata
analytics ecosystem. Section 4 present Indoor technology for
locating people and object in building, Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2. IoT in Smart Buildings
Smart building is a central element in improving cities and
infrastructures, but above all in improving the
comfort of residents. It allows for better energy efficiency,
controls safety aspects, and provides a better framework
for comfort, quality of life and services at the request of
residents and businesses. Several definitions are proposed,
most often focused on the energy aspect and linked to the
concept of "smart grid". When a building integrates
intelligent management systems, massive data storage and
analytics to facilitate and improve energy management,
electrical devices on the grid that learn habits and adapt to
behaviors, considered as an smart Building system.
Thus, the management of equipment and services is intelligent
through the introduction of IoT and Big Data technologies and
using data in analytics and automatic learning. In a generic
way, an intelligent system in the context of an smart Building
is composed of three levels:
•

The infrastructure level of the input data: represents
all the data sources generated by the connected
objects in the building such as energy consumption,
humidity level, indoor and outdoor temperature,
number of alarm activation and deactivation, etc...

•

System infrastructure level: represents the core of
the intelligent system since it allows the
collection, processing, and merging and storage
data in a NoSQL database. Thus, this allows the
use of this data for knowledge extraction through
data mining algorithms, automatic learning
through artificial intelligence algorithms or simply
offering reporting services [19].

•

The level of services: represents the list of
services offered by the system to building
managers, residents and energy suppliers, etc...

2.1. Technology and architecture
The beating heart of smart Buildings is the set of technological
components
based
on
IoT,
allowing
control
and data generation for user services [42]. Heating, Ventilation
and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) provides the smart Building
with enough heating, adequate ventilation and a better air
conditioning system [38].
Smart Building is a new technology that is worth a modern
building architecture from planning to implementation through
the implementation of IoT. Integration of IoT in smart
Buildings has the benefit of delivering both real-time
measurements and contextual information. Activities such as
lighting, vehicle parking, use of household appliances,
access authorization can be recognized by using connected
objects.
In addition, real-time location (all places visited
by users) by GPS is now possible. In addition, mobile
applications will help to collect other personal data such as
age, gender or weight. All collected data can be managed by an
advanced database server, and within a large data
management framework to predict trends. Among these
supporting technologies, one of the trends is the development
of the Internet of Things (IoT), because one of the challenges

of smart Buildings is to deal with a complex network of
interconnected functional entities in different aspects of a
building [41]. With the use of IoT, there is enormous potential
for considerable progress towards the achievement of
envisaged objectives. Considering the diversity of IoT
stakeholders and applications, a variety of definitions of
technology are available in the literature [21].
From a technological point of view, IoT can be achieved by the
alignment of three main approaches, namely: Objects oriented
vision, Internet oriented vision and semantic oriented vision
[28].
The IoT architecture is designed to provide all objects with
identification, detection, networking and processing
capabilities, so that they can exchange and share information
with each other and develop advanced services over the
Internet. In this way, interconnection would facilitate a more
complete understanding of complex systems; provide contextsensitive dynamic decision-making capabilities and
intelligence autonomy. These capabilities open the way to
achieving the objectives in smart Buildings, namely integrated
ambient intelligence by providing a holistic network that
supports ubiquitous computing [15] and awareness of the rising
context among devices [8].
The implications of IoT are twofold:
•

Integration of detection, storage, networking,
processing and computing capabilities into everyday
objects and their implementation online, even if they
were not initially designed with these capabilities.

•

Integration of networks that include the abovementioned objects. This would make them accessible
via the network. The ambient intelligence provided
by IoT allows each object to understand its
environment, establish meaningful interaction with
people and help them make decisions. Although
researchers still face technical challenges in
developing, applying and eventually maturing IoT
[32], it is intended that the technology will be
applicable to a variety of industries, such as health,
manufacturing,
retail,
agriculture,
industrial
automation, etc.[27].

As a recent trend, IoT has begun to enter the construction
industry in recent years. Researchers and practitioners
are exploring the benefits and inconveniences of IoT through
its effective implementation. For example, several
companies, including IBM and Intel, are now launching their
smart Building products around the world [2],
demonstrating the competitive advantage and future trend of
IoT.
However, to the authors' knowledge, although there are surveys
on smart Buildings based on IoT [10], the current literature
lacks a comprehensive review and analysis of IoT applications
in the general areas of future building development. The most
used architecture of IoT is the three-layer architecture, namely
perception layer, network layer and application layer.
The perception layer includes perception nodes and perception
networks, which integrated into the target and is responsible for
detection and data collection. The network layer is responsible
for data transport, which is the most important layer of the
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notification times and delays in relevant operation and
maintenance.

Fig. 1. Basic smart building architecture

architecture, because it is the convergence of various devices
and the communication infrastructure. Finally, application
layer is the top layer where end users interact. It receives the
transmitted data and deliver it to users for other services.
Figure 1 represents the layers of the architecture that can
handle the smart building system from data generation by the
connected objects that are installed in the building until the
application that will be used by end users, it gives also a
overview of typical recent technology to handle data
processing.
2.2. LPWAN Technologies
The sensors are usually located in areas where batteries can
only power them; this demands a low power consuming
communication protocol. The widely employed traditional
short-range communication technologies cannot be deployed
for WSN networks. Further, solutions based on mobile cellular
communications (e.g., 2G, 3G, and 4G) could ensure a more
extensive transmission range. However, it depletes device’s
energy. Therefore, IoT applications requirement leads to the
emergence of Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)[25].
Unlike other radio communication technologies like Zigbee
that use mesh networks, LPWA networks employ star network
topology. The deployment of mesh networks to connect a huge
number of sensors that are physically dispersed in a wide area
is very expensive. Moreover, as data is transmitted through
multi hops towards a gateway, some devices get more
congested than others due to an increase in network traffic,
which reduces their batteries lifetime (i.e., excessive energy
consumption) and thus limit the entire network lifetime [14].
LoRa, Sigfox, and NB-IoT can easily overcome the cost of
deployment as these employ star topology.
2.3. Applications and opportunities
The use of IoT in smart buildings will generate several
applications, like the following:
Facilities Management: In the life cycle of a building, the
operating phase takes the longest time. Therefore, facilities
management is another objective of smart Buildings, which
integrates organizational activities to maintain effective and
efficient services. Facilities Management (FM) requires timely
preventive maintenance and detection of building equipment
defects to ensure the optimal condition of the facility.
Traditional FM has problems with lower data quality, longer

Under these conditions, IoT provides adaptive and real-time
access to building facilities for the staff concerned.
An effective FM will bring many benefits, including the
possibility of improving the health and comfort of occupants,
improving the overall quality of installation services, reducing
the cost of repairs and energy consumption of buildings,
providing the means for efficient planning and use of
resources, etc. [1]. Several use cases of IoT in intelligent plant
management are available. A D'Elia et al [5] smart Building
maintenance platform developed a set of contextual intelligent
maintenance applications that used environmental sensors to
monitor related variables, such as temperature and humidity,
and automatically report feedback. For example, if
an "out of range temperature”, a message is generated; this
platform is able to detect the location and possible defective
equipment, in this case the HVAC system, and to alert the
corresponding human operator via a personal device. In
addition, an example of a suggested corrective intervention will
be provided to staff and tenant to facilitate the repair process.
The idea of the platform could be extended to all smart
Building construction systems, as well as to the building
structure for automatic monitoring of the entire building. An
acoustic HVAC system developed by collecting, transmitting
audio signals over the Internet then processing and
characterizing the audio signature with corresponding data
from the HVAC system components proposed in [35][39].
The fact is that intelligent facility management IoT-based has
been applied by industrial companies. Energy management:
Energy efficiency in buildings is one of the most important
research topics to date, and not only in the development of
smart Buildings, since buildings represent 40% of the world's
total energy consumption. On the other hand, an smart
Building must not compromise the level of service for users or
occupants of the building in order to achieve this objective,
which requires a solution that give satisfaction to all
parties. Energy management systems already exist in
commercial buildings [3] that control, monitor and
optimize the current energy consumption of buildings. These
systems
usually
install
non-intrusive
meters
on
electrical circuits to collect energy consumption data for users
and building manager.
However, the potential for improvement is still very significant
at this stage. Smart Buildings require customization according
to specific requirements, which requires a certain level of
contextual knowledge. This means that the state of the
environment and occupants plays a crucial role in the operation
of an smart Building. For illustration, HVAC system need
adjustment according to the number of people in the room and
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the lighting system must monitor the light intensity outside the
building and adjust the lighting inside accordingly. IoT helps
the smart grid to manage energy consumption from a
macroeconomic perspective with regard to the energy
efficiency of buildings. The smart grid consists of computer
networks that work with the electrical infrastructure to manage
and monitor energy consumption. Traditional electricity grids
are unable to meet the growing and fluctuating demand for
energy. The smart grid establishes a two-way communication
between the electricity supplier and the customer
that allows both information and energy transfer. The key
elements of the smart grid that allows bidirectional
communication is the smart meter.
A smart meter is an advanced energy meter that not only
measures energy consumption in real time, but also other
properties such as voltage, phase angle and frequency. In
addition, theycan also communicate diagnostic information and
communicate with other smart meters [34]. The energy
efficiency in buildings will become increasingly important as
industry around the world sets targets to promote this task.
Occupants and resources location tracking: The location inside
is of great value for improving building performance. For
example, occupants who are not familiar with a building could
have access to navigation to their destination; occupancy
information acquired from location information could be used
to distribute the resource in a balanced manner; building
managers could find any equipment or facilities that require
maintenance or repairs to increase their productivity at work. In
addition, occupant location will help to understand occupant
behaviors and predict unique events within buildings. At this
time, the role of the building occupants wasn’t
sufficiently considered into account and the behavior of the
occupants is supposed to be static, and in some cases,
one or more representative profiles are used for building
operation and management [31]. This has consequences
such as inefficient use of resources or waste of energy.
Understanding the behavior of occupants is complicated;
while the ability to locate them when they are inside buildings
is a major challenge. Clearly, current GPS technologies do not
have the desired accuracy inside buildings, they are primarily
designed for geo-fencing and area-based services. A promising
part of IoT is the improvement of microlocation technologies
that allow any entity to be located with very high accuracy possibly up to a few centimeters. In essence, micro location is a
geo-fencing with a high degree of certainty, which allows any
object within the building to be positioned and
tracked and, therefore, is used for better and more efficient
service delivery. Five main technologies on the IoT based
micro location in market [17], namely: Bluetooth Low-Energy
(BLE)-Based Beacons/iBeacons, UWBBased Micro-location
(Ultra-wide band), and Wireless positioning systems, Magnetic
field mapping, and RFID.

to occupants' preferences and needs based on historical
information through empirical learning automatically
configured. The development of these intelligent functions is
an IoT system based, for data collection, decision making,
sending orders, etc. The smart house is generally the first type
of building to start with research on occupant comfort using an
IoT system. Kelly et al [40] implemented an IoT system for
monitoring indoor environmental conditions and the use of
utilities in residential buildings. Other IoT applications studied
in the literature such as occupant safety and health security,
effective resource management for convenience, etc [7][23].
Notwithstanding the benefits and progress brought by IoT to
the construction industry, some challenges and problems
remain for researchers in different fields such as security and
confidentiality, data acquisition, processing and storage issues,
but also feasibility, adaptability and practicability in a complete
ecosystem.

3. Big data and smart buildings
In the smart Building context, a huge amount of data created
every second and reaches critical sizes. For this
purpose, several solutions proposed for large-scale data
processing. The market-leading solutions are Spark and
Hadoop [29]. Spark and Hadoop are both large data frames, but
they do not really have the same use. MapReduce's
operating mode may be sufficient if the operational and
reporting requirements are essentially static and it is
possible to wait until the batch processing is complete.
However, if we need to analyze data in streaming, as is the
case for processing sensor data in an smart Building, or if
applications require a succession of operations, we
will probably need to use Spark. This is the case with most of
machine learning algorithms, which require several
operations. Spark is perfectly adapted to this context.
Knowledge extraction from data known as the process of
analyzing different types of data to extract models and
knowledge using different data mining tools. Many
applications use data mining in their implementation such as
health care data analysis, education system, production
control, decision-making, etc...

Enhancement of interior comfort: Like energy efficiency,
occupant comfort is another major concern of
smart Buildings in that, the fundamental requirement of
buildings is to maintain comfort living conditions for
building occupants. In addition, people spend on average 80%
of their lives in buildings [36], so a healthy and
comfortable indoor environment is important for the well-being
and productivity of occupants.
Robust monitoring and control of the indoor built environment
is necessary in real time. In advanced level, future smart
building systems, such as HVAC, will integer sensors and
actuators, so that temperature settings will according

Fig. 2 (a) Topographic space, (b) Adjacency Graph.
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Fig. 3. Relation between smart building components

Different clustering algorithms exist such as K-means
algorithm, hierarchical grouping algorithm, self-organizing
card algorithm and expectation maximizing grouping
algorithm. The choice of using a specific algorithm over
another depends on several parameters: the size of the data set,
number of clusters, type of data set, etc. The analysis of this
voluminous data makes it possible to achieve the global vision
of smart Buildings to simplify building management, reduce
energy consumption, secure property and people, and provide a
simplified living environment. In this part of section, we
provide a brief description of some popular algorithms used to
explore data generated and stored from smart building.

of the building, disturbances, and the number of
occupants on one side and other monitored variables on the
other side. Technical identification systems used to
find the best dynamic identification techniques that link the
two sides. In [6] an approach followed to form a model of
occupancy within a building. During the inference, however,
the authors use the estimated model and exiting observation to
find the number of occupants. In [11], Duarte et al. detail
occupancy diversity factors for several locations within a
building, such as offices, break rooms, corridors, conference
rooms and washrooms.

3.1. Probabilistic graphical model

The final objective was to provide information to facilitate
building management and energy optimization as well
as assistance in improving security in the context of intrusion.

A structure of conditional algorithms that try to learn the
dependencies between the variables for which the data
collected from the sensors. Generally consists of two parts: the
first part is learning the structure of variable dependency,
which is an essential step in Bayesian networks. The second
part consists in learning the conditional probability
distributions for the related variables in the graph. This is an
essential element in almost all types of graphical models
frequently used to calculate the probability a space occupation.
A stochastic graphical model based on stochastic agents to
simulate building occupancy proposed in [12]. The graphical
model was to capture information on the average occupancy of
the different areas of a building as well as the correlation of
occupancy between the different areas.
Stoppel et al [13] have integrated probabilistic methods into
building energy simulation models to optimize construction.
Chen et al [43] propose non-homogeneous Markov chain
models to model regular occupancy in commercial buildings in
single-occupancy and multi-occupancy multi-zone areas
respectively. Lam et al [26] achieved the following objectives
of 80% accuracy in occupancy detection using hidden Markov
models (HMM). The HMM method explicitly models the time
correlations between environmental variables and consecutive
time step occupancy levels and is therefore a powerful
prediction method.
3.2. System identification techniques
System identification techniques involve the use of statistical
methods to construct mathematical models of dynamic system
models. Many algorithms of this class in the field of building
occupancy estimation attempt to find building occupancy
profiles using the following statistical techniques.
Given a particular set of geometric and physical characteristics

3.3. Vector support machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) belong to the supervised
learning algorithm class. Their objective is to predict the state
of building in context facility management, comfort of resident,
and security by estimate the occupancy rate or zone. The SVM
algorithms attempt to find the maximum margin hyperplane
that can separate the data into two categories for occupied and
empty state. Pair data that are not linearly separable, can be
modeling to larger dimensions using non-linear kernel
functions such as radial basic functions and use appropriately
for classification. In [20], Shih use SVM to count and track
people both day and night. The authors applied the SVM to
estimate the observation density, based on the probability
(similarity) between the defined target model and the
characteristic vector obtained in the test case. Akbar et al [4]
use three variants of VCMs: those with RBF cores, those with
linear cores, and those with polynomial cores in their work on
contextual detection of office occupancy using smart meter
data.
3.4. Data mining and clustering
There is a considerable documentation on unsupervised
learning methods to extract meaningful information on trends
in a building. Chen et al [16] explore non-intrusive occupancy
monitoring (NIOM) using a clustering approach, followed by
thresholding over three metrics: mean power, standard
deviation, and power range collected from electricity meter
data. Doca et al [37] propose a mining framework,
mainly involving rule induction. In [24], Zhao et al. use data
mining to learn the behavior of building occupants.
Nguyen et al [33] use a categorical non-parametric clustering
approach for an unsupervised learning to extract high use areas
locations.
In general, to date, several methods and algorithms used in the
smart building context. These include statistical and
conventional learning methods, neural network-based methods,
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probabilistic graphical modelling, and data mining algorithms.
The evaluation and performance of these techniques depend on
the purpose and quality of the data used.

expensive technology, BLE now also has great advantages over
UWB.
4.1.1. UWB – Ultra-Wideband

4. Indoor localization application
Analysis of the behavior or navigation of people in smart
buildings has progressed rapidly in recent years. Applications
conventionally focus more on the visualization and monitoring
of building occupancy and the monitoring of passengers traffic.
Various services are provided to building managers and users.
These services go a long way toward lighter asset management
achieving cost reductions, improving the user experience, and
supporting sustainability efforts. Detecting the occupation of
space distinguishes two categories. The first uses practices that
require smartphone-like geolocation equipment.
The other category, detection is based on a passive approach
based on surveillance of areas or spaces instead of identifying
devices using cameras Data from the detection of people in
spaces is used to generate dynamic classifications. Precisely
these data are spatio-temporal and machine-learning algorithms
allow producing several clustering according to homogeneous
periods.
4.1. Indoor Objects in IndoorGML

UWB enables very accurate three-dimensional positioning,
which has to be paid for with high acquisition costs and high
effort during system setup. A continuous asset tracking can be
realized with UWB.

4.1.2. RFID – Radio Frequency Identification
With the help of so-called RFID tags, RFID provides a static
position indication with very inexpensive hardware. A
continuous asset tracking is not possible, but only information
about whether an asset was registered at a certain moment at a
certain location.
4.1.3. BLE/RSSI
Bluetooth low energy technology enables continuous asset
tracking with at least room-accurate location. RSSI refers to the
method of indoor tracking using beacons and means Received
Signal Strength Indicator, which is used as the main indicator
of the position calculation via beacons.

The OGC® IndoorGML standard proposes to establish a
common scheme for indoor navigation applications. It models
topology and semantics of indoor spaces as shown in figure 2.
It defines the following information on indoor space: (1)
Context and navigation constraints, (2) Spatial subdivisions
and types of connectivity between spaces, (3) Geometric and
semantic properties of spaces and connectivity, (4) Navigation
networks (logical and metric) and their relationships. The
difference between indoor and outdoor space is that an interior
space is composed of complex constraints such as corridors,
doors, stairs, elevators, etc.

4.1.4. BLE/AoA

4.1. Indoor Location Technology

Asset tracking and positioning via the existing WLAN network
has not proven itself in practice, neither in terms of location
accuracy nor in terms of system stability. In addition, the
bandwidth is extremely strained by the localization.

Depending on the required accuracy (granularity) of the
positioning, solutions with different locating methods are
available, which can also be based on different technologies.
Each with different advantages and disadvantages. Especially
solutions based on WLAN, the so-called fingerprinting, and the
well-known GPS have not been able to establish themselves in
practice.
Although WLAN is now available in most cases, it is often not
stable enough and the setup of a positioning system requires a
lot of effort. GPS is ideally suited for outdoor areas. However,
GPS signals do not achieve the necessary penetration in
buildings. RFID systems are cheap, but only a static position
can be determined. It is not possible with these technologies to
track the free movement of a worker or a pallet in a building.
Bluetooth Low Energy and Beacons have emerged as the ideal
technology for these requirements. In the meantime, modern
AoA locating procedures with Bluetooth based systems can
locate accuracy in the sub-meter range. Up to now, systems
based on ultrawideband technology have achieved the highest
accuracy. Since, in addition to the granularity of the position
determination, the price of a system plays a major role in the
decision for a certain technology, and UWB is by far the most

This is also indoor tracking via Bluetooth Low Energy
sensors/beacons. The position is calculated with another
method, using the Angle of Arrival. This calculation allows
much more precise localizations but is accompanied by
increased effort in setting up the sensor infrastructure and
slightly higher hardware costs. Nevertheless, the costs remain
below a comparable UWB system.
4.1.5. WLAN

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a state of the art on research for the smart
building’s development. First, we have discussed the use of
IoT that offers new opportunities for smart Building
management.
The large data volume gathered from sensor networks feeds
Big Data databases and opens the deep analytical dimension
for identifying models.
In general, to build a smart building system application for any
end of use, we need four components, (1) sensors with IoT
communication technology, (2) Networking witch allow to
communicate between building sensors and cloud system
where a backend configuration work to process data, (3)
Bigdata technology to store the huge amount of data gathered
and finally (4) a analytic process algorithm to extract
knowledge. Figure 3 resume the relation between all this four
elements and user application.
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Based smart Building operators’ needs and also the progressing
interest of indoor localization, in our future work, we propose
the
deployment
of
sensor
data
integration
and intelligent services ecosystem for the dynamic control of
the movement of people in the spaces of a smart
building based on fusion of multiple indoor technology and
using fuzzy clustering mining to extract knowledge.
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